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1 Introduction 

In economies that are constantly changing, adapting and searching for new markets 

there are great opportunities for new business ideas, ventures and business 

opportunities in general.  The recent economic crisis and the decline of many industries 

within Europe has shifted the trading roles of the European firms towards the  

“Emerging economies” or “Emerging markets”. The emerging markets can be defined 

as a nation economy that is progressing toward advance, showing some features from 

developed markets, but without being one of these. The aim of this thesis is to explore 

a new business opportunity derived from the establishment of the free trade 

agreement between Colombia and The European Union. This business opportunity is 

presented as a business model for an International Trade Agent, which will work in the 

business-to-business environment providing the companies with new product 

assortment to meet the demands of the ends users. 

 

Colombia is part of the group CIVETS (Colombia, Indonesia, Vietnam, Egypt, Turkey, 

and South Africa) and has been reviewed by the most important worldwide magazines 

as the “Colombian Comeback”. Despite the fact that Colombia was considered a land of 

drug lords and uncontrolled violence, there are now changing views in the international 

community about the country’s outlooks and its new scheme to enlarge into the Asian 

countries. This change in the general attitude towards Colombia has made the 

execution of agreements with the United States, Canada, European Union and other 

countries around the world possible. (Time, 2012) 

 

Colombia has developed the Colombia Country Brand and its governmental entity 

“Proexport” which is dedicated to promote and help Colombian companies and start-

ups to reach out for other markets. The European Foreign Affairs ministers confirmed 

the free trade agreement between Colombia, Peru and the European Union at the end 

of May 2012. Thus a new unexplored market possibility between Finland and Colombia 

evolved. In the year 2013 Team Finland, (a network which gather companies in order 

to promote Finland and its interests abroad) and Alexander Stubb, the Minister of 

European Affairs and Foreign Trade in Finland at that time, visited Colombia in order to 

find new business opportunities in Colombia and in other Latin American countries for 

the Finnish companies.  
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The high publicity, coverage and interest towards this event in the Finnish and 

Colombian media encouraged me to study and write this thesis about specific business 

opportunities between Colombia and Finland.   I had the privilege to be raised within 

an entrepreneurial environment. This provided me with the possibility to understand 

business cycles and start-ups since early years. Before and during my studies at the 

Helsinki Metropolia University of Applied Sciences the focus of his interest has been the 

future commercial relationship between Colombia and Finland, in addition to the Nordic 

countries. Therefore, I became interested in creating a business model for an 

international trading agent, which would specialise in business-to-business trade of 

apparel, footwear and accessories between Colombia and Finland. 

 

In order to know the type of products that the end customers are demanding from the 

business customer (which is the target market of the International trade agent) it was 

necessary to create an online survey to explore the shopping preferences of the 

customers at the Finnish stores. The survey shopping preferences and accessories (see 

Appendix 1) was conducted prior to this thesis. The survey was carried out in Finland 

and the target group was people between 18 and 55 years of age. 

 

The online survey was conducted using social media services. The questionnaire 

defines the response rate only to Finland, the option “where do you live” define the 

residence areas specifically within the Finnish territory. A total of 264 respondents 

answered the online survey; therefore the sampling was based in 264 answers. This 

sampling makes a 0,0048% of the total Finnish population that is estimated to be 

5.451.270 according Tilastokeskus in the year 2013 (Tilastokeskus.fi, Population, 

2014). The confidence interval for this sampling was 6,03 and the confidence level is 

95%.  The results of this survey confirmed the preferences of the population sample 

towards online stores, trying to compensate the lack of assortment in the stock of the 

Finnish retail stores.  

 

The data analysis gave a general overview of the amount that the end users spend per 

month on buying apparel, footwear and accessories as well as of the seasons when 

they are most likely to do so. The analysis gave a surprising discovery that males are 

most likely to buy during the spring season and on the contrary the females during the 

summer time. This information could help to know the trends and the possible 
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targeting strategies when offering a new product assortment to the business 

customers. The results of the survey show that both genders are most likely to buy 

casual style of clothing in the following way: 40% of the population would like to buy 

most at department stores, 31,7% at online stores, 31,7% at Budget /Second hand 

stores.  The monetary value and product quality are the most important variables 

when making a purchasing decision for the sample of this survey.  

 

One of the limitations of this survey was having a modest number of respondents. This 

small number of respondents does not represent a reliable size of the Finnish 

population, which would enable the researcher to draw accurate conclusions about the 

exact customer buying behaviour, but rather gave a general overview of their 

behaviour.  A bigger sample is needed to describe how these preferences would affect 

the purchasing decisions. 

 

This thesis may also be limited by the fact that specific research on the establishment 

of a trading agent between Colombia and Finland has not been conducted previously. 

In addition, the free trade agreement between Colombia and Finland is still in its early 

stages. Therefore the implementation of the trade agent company would not represent 

the success of this business model. In order to present a possibility for the limitations 

of this thesis, my research work was based on the expertise from an entrepreneur with 

more than 20 years of experience as trade agent (Appendix 5). Currently, this 

entrepreneur is working as a trade agent in Finland and Asian countries. Therefore, 

giving an overview of the implementation of similar business models would serve as 

basis for the creation of the business model presented in this thesis. This business 

model would create an increase in the assortment of articles of apparel, footwear and 

accessories for the retail stores in Finland, thereby meeting its customer demands.   

 

Based on all the arguments mentioned above I find it useful to study the new business 

opportunities between Colombia and Finland and to create a business model for a 

start-up business as trade agent.  
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1.1 Objectives and scope of the thesis 

 

The object of this thesis is to explore, evaluate and analyse new business opportunities 

in the Finnish markets introducing products of apparel, footwear and accessories from 

Colombia.  These products will be introduced to business markets throughout the 

establishment of an international trade agent specialised in business-to-business trade 

between Colombia and Finland. This thesis aims at improving the understanding of the 

benefits of using a trade agent since they can help the retailers to have a better 

understanding of their client’s needs and how to fulfil them. 

 

The main objectives and research questions of this thesis are: 

 

- What issues should be taken into account when importing these products from 

Colombia to Finland and what trade barriers exist at the moment for these 

products? 

 

- What competitive factors are important when starting a new business as 

international trade agent in Finland, which would specialise in business to 

business in the sector of apparel, footwear and accessories? 

 

Based on the personal experience of the writer of the thesis, the purchasing behaviour 

and decisions of the customers in Finland in the retail stores are affected by the lack of 

assortment of the goods, which were studied prior to this thesis.  The lack of choices 

with competitive prices might explain why customers are moving more and more to 

online stores abroad to buy these products. 

 

The current population of Finland and the market size is not very big. Hence the 

demand of apparel, footwear and accessories is not changing rapidly. The evolvement 

and growth of web stores that are able to respond to customer needs faster than 

traditional retail shops has intensified the competition. Therefore the traditional retail 

stores need new business models to compete against the more intensified competition. 

Looking for new supplier base and markets with help of international trade agents 

might be one good alternative for them.  
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1.2 Methodology  

 

Methodology associates the paths in which the researcher approaches a given problem 

and the ways the research itself is conducted. From its nature this thesis is qualitative 

research, which is primarily exploratory research.  Qualitative research it is used to 

obtain an understanding of fundamental reasons, motivations and opinions in order to 

give a solution to a certain problem. Additionally, provides comprehensions into the 

problem or aids to mature ideas or hypotheses for prospective quantitative research 

(Jonker 2010). 

 

According to Jonker & Pennink (2010) the research develops at the heart of an open 

question and during the time of research this question might change.  Primary 

research was conducted in form of an unstructured interview of an entrepreneur with 

more than 20 years of experience as international trade agent. This interview allowed 

the writer of this thesis to have insights in the practices and methods used when 

establishing this type of company “international trade agent”. The interview served as 

the main pillar for the development of the business model. Additionally, the interview 

was the foundation to take into consideration the forms of legal entities, cost structure, 

sales process, invoicing, distribution, methods of payments and taxation that will be 

required to start operations.  

 

Secondary research based on analysing statistics was also used. This data was 

gathered from various sources like Statistics Finland, Finnish Customs (provide 

statistics about Finnish foreign trade, and customs), and the Trade Competitiveness 

Map developed by the International Trade Centre which data is based on Eurostat 

statistics. 
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2 Trade relations between Finland and Colombia 

 

The European Union has been creating a network of free trade agreements aiming to 

facilitate the business transactions and improve the commercial relations between 

countries especially in the Latin American area. Colombia is logistically well located 

since it has an access to the Caribbean and the Pacific Sea and land borders with Brazil 

and Panama. Colombia is among the fastest growing economies in Latin America, 

because the economic environment has been improving rapidly in the past years, and 

the direct foreign policies are one of the best in Latin America. (Time, 2012) 

 

2.1 Current trade situation  

 

The scope of this thesis is restricted to the products of apparel, footwear and 

accessories.  Table 1 shows the Finnish imports by industry, between the years 2012 

and May 2014. The share (%) represents the value of the total imports made by 

Finland on these periods. Table 1 represents an idea for the possible business 

opportunity as  “International Trade Agent” since there exist trade of such products.  

 

Table 1:  Finnish imports by industry (Finnish Customs – Other statistics, 2014) 

 
 

In order to justify the necessity of a business model for an international trade agent, it 

is necessary to provide some statistics of the bilateral trade between Finland and 

Colombia. These statistics complement which has been shown previously in Table 1 

and explains why there is a need to boost the trade of the Colombian products of 

apparel, footwear and accessories.  
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Additionally, the writer complements these statistics with the Trade Competitiveness 

Map developed by the International Trade Centre which data is based on Eurostat 

statistics (Appendix 2). 

 

Table 2:  Finnish Imports by magnitude and origin (Finnish Customs, 2014) 

 

 

Table 2 shows the value of total imports made by Finland between the months of 

January – May 2014 that represents the 100%. Colombia represents only the 0,1 

percentage of the total share. This implies there exists an opportunity to boost the 

trade between Colombia and Finland. In order to be more specific, table 3 shows the 

trade between Colombia and Finland of the products, which are the scope of this 

thesis. These tables show that there has been very little trade or not trade at all of 

these items e.g. products classified as apparel, accessories and footwear.    

 

Table 3: Trade by country of origin (Finnish Customs – Country Statistics, 2014) 

 

 

Hence, the minimal trade indicates that there exists an unexplored business 

opportunity in Finland for an international trade agent who would specialise in 

importing this type of products to Finland. The trade of Colombian products with the 

Nordic countries is concentrated on Sweden and Norway (Oportunidades comerciales 

en Europa Central y Escandinavia, Commercial Opportunities in Central Europe and 

Scandinavia, 2014). So far only goods in the categories of agro-industry, machinery 

and flowers are imported to the Nordic countries. The percentage of imported apparel, 

footwear and accessories products from all products imported from Colombia to the 

Nordic countries is rather small. 
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2.2 Trade agreement between the EU, Colombia and Peru 

 

Colombia has already trade agreements with 16 countries: Canada, Brazil, Chile, 

Mexico, Ecuador, Bolivia, United States, South Korea, Argentina, Peru, Switzerland, 

Salvador, Liechtenstein, Guatemala, Honduras, Paraguay and Uruguay. The agreement 

mentioned earlier in the introduction between the European Union, Colombia and Peru 

was confirmed on May 2012, and subsequently signed on June 26th the same year by 

the European Commission and the Colombian government. This agreement intends to 

formalise the commercial relationships of these countries, promote investment and 

create new job opportunities.  

 

As part of ensuring the best establishment of this agreement the two parties involved 

in the agreement draw a series of provisions as following:  

 

• The exporters from Europe are insured a market place for the European 

commodities and services.  

• The Colombian exporters will receive admittance to the European market that 

opens up a consumer market of approximately a one billion people. (Colombia-

eu.org, 2012) 

 

The agreement supports trade of industrial products by eliminating tariff barriers. The 

European industrial segments that will benefit from this agreement are machinery, 

automobiles and spare parts, pharmaceuticals, chemicals, textiles, alcoholic drinks and 

telecom equipment manufactures.  Subsequently, Colombia will benefit from the 

instantaneous elimination of all EU tariffs on industrial goods for Colombian exporters 

as of the date of which the Agreement started (Colombia-eu.org, 2012) 

 

According to the study made by Stevens and Kean (2012) about the European Trade 

Agreement with Colombia and Peru there is the estimation that Colombia would 

experience the most significant growth in the history of its industrial output due to the 

implementation of the Agreement. The industrial sectors, which would benefit and 

increase the output growth are the production of motor vehicles and components with 

a (25.5%), products associated with chemicals, rubber and plastic products (8.2%) 
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and textiles (7.2%). The increases result from improvements in market access and, the 

investment in these industries.  

 

As table 4 shows the sectoral change explains the general trend for the percentage of 

a workforce to decline or increase over time and for the secondary and tertiary sectors 

to become progressively more important. Note, that percentage change in bold 

denotes large negative change and in shaded denotes large positive change. 

Additionally, table 2 is an approximation of the outputs given to show the benefits of 

the implementation of the Trade Agreement, subsequently supporting the idea of the 

constitution of a trade agent to promote the trade between the parts involved. 

 

Table 4: Manufactured goods, sectorial changes (Stevens and Kean, 2012:31) 
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According to the Annex I of the EU/Peru-Colombia Trade Agreement (2014):  

 

Customs duties on goods originating in Colombia (hereinafter referred to 
as “originating goods”) provided for in the tariff lines in staging Category 
“0” in the Schedule shall be eliminated entirely and such goods shall be 
duty-free of any customs duty on the date this Agreement enters into 
force.  The base rate and staging category to determine the rate of 
customs duty applicable at each stage of reduction for a tariff line are 
indicated in the corresponding tariff line in the Schedule. 
(Trade.ec.europa.eu, 2014: 4) 

 

Thus the trade agreement sets a schedule for the elimination of tariffs on goods 

originating in Colombia. This applies also on the product groups that are the scope of 

this thesis e.g. apparel, footwear and accessories. Some of these articles had a high 

base rate of customs duty prior to the entrance into force of the agreement. The 

elimination of the customs duties provides a business opportunity for a trade agent, 

and the pricing strategies for these products in Finland.  

3 Entrepreneurship 

 

The establishment of a new venture such as International trade agent requires an 

understanding of what defines an entrepreneur, the specific characteristics of the 

entrepreneurial process and how feasible the business idea is.  Kuratko and Hodgetts 

(2001) specify the entrepreneurs as  “individuals who recognise opportunities where 

others see chaos or confusion”. The capacity of a country to create wealth, 

competitiveness and to create a dynamic economic environment relies on the capability 

of the entrepreneurs and managers that lead the companies to do business. 

 

The excessive desires to discover, analyse and exploit new opportunities are some of 

the characteristics of a skilful entrepreneur. This makes them create new products, 

production processes and services. They have the ability to create a set of schemes 

and organisational patterns that enable them to seek markets for products, services 

and business ideas that did not exist earlier. (Shane and Venkataraman, 2000) 
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3.1 Entrepreneurial process 

 

Several dissertations have proposed new models of entrepreneurship in the academic 

world. Hindle’s harmonised conceptual model of entrepreneurial process, the MEP 

process (Hindle, 2010:106) is preferred as the theoretical basis of entrepreneurship in 

this thesis. In essence, this model represents for the writer of the thesis the 

entrepreneurial process necessary to achieve the success of the business model. As is 

shown in Figure 1 the MEP consists of the basic opportunity or existence of an 

opportunity, in concrete the existence of a business opportunity. The MEP model gives 

to the entrepreneur the possibility to operate within a framework, concentrating the 

efforts into the capacities and domains that are necessary for entrepreneurial 

processes.  

Figure 1: The harmonised conceptual model of entrepreneurial process (Hindle, 2010: 106)  

 

In summary, Hindle’s MEP describes the entrepreneurial process as a set of tasks that 

take an entrepreneur from a starting point to a stage where the opportunity exists to 

develop a concrete business idea and to generate an output.  To get from input or 

opportunity existence to output, there are three categories or domains of activity: the 

strategic, the personal and the tactical.  In the strategic domain the core is 
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entrepreneurial capacity, focusing on the evaluation of the business opportunity 

existence and the outcome of this domain is the development of an opportunity into a 

business model.   

 

In the personal domain the core is psychological capacity, and the activities involve a 

range of psychologically driven behaviours and the outcome is commitment.  In the 

tactical domain, the core is managerial capacity and the key behaviours involve a range 

of managerial exploitation activities and the outcome is the achievement of value.  

(Hindle, 2010:7)  

 

The scope of this thesis is to explore the existence of a new business opportunity and 

to develop a business model for an international trade agent.  This thesis concludes at 

the “personal domain stage”, specifically in the Business model section. The writer of 

this thesis will continue independently throughout the tactical domain proposed in 

Hindler’s model until the implementation stage.  

 

4 Business to business markets 

 

According Pride (2014) a market could be delineated as a group of people working as 

individuals or as organisations. This group has a need for products and has the 

tendency, inclination, and power to purchase such merchandise.  Hence, a business 

market includes individuals or groups that create acquisition for certain diversity of 

products for one of three reasons: resale, direct employment when producing other 

products which are derivatives from raw materials, or use in general day-to-day 

operations. Such markets could also be called industrial, organisational markets or 

business-to-business (B2B) markets and classified into a manufacturer, reseller, 

government, and institutional markets. (Pride, 2014). As the scope of this thesis is B2B 

markets and not consumer market, it is relevant to describe the different types of 

business markets, the purchasing behaviour and methods of such markets as it is 

described below. 
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4.1 Business-to-business market categories 

 

The first category of B2B markets is named “the producer markets” which can be 

defined as individuals or business establishments that purchase products to 

manufacture additional products or to use them in their operations. The producer 

markets may involve purchasers of raw materials, and buyers of semi finished items, 

used to introduce a variety of new products. (Dibb, 2013). 

 

The “reseller markets” comprise the second category. It consists of intermediaries, for 

instance wholesalers and retailers, who buy finished products and resell them in order 

to create a net income. Still, a part of creating minor alterations, resellers do not 

modify the substantial characteristics of the products they administer. The products 

traded in consumer markets are first sold to reseller markets.  (Dibb, 2013). 

 

The “government markets” conforms the third category. A country, local government 

or district that purchases products and services to support their internal operations and 

to provide the nation with education, water, energy, national defence, road systems 

and healthcare is considered as government market (Dibb, 2013).  

 

The final category is known as “institutional markets” which consist of organisations 

with charitable, educational, community, or other non-business goals. (Dibb, 2013). 

 

4.2 Business-to-business market purchasing process 

 

Numerous differences exist between the transactions that occur in the business 

markets and the consumer markets.  Business buyers are inclined to order larger 

quantities than individual consumers and often demand customised or tailored 

propositions. (Dibb, 2013). Suppliers, in this specific instance “The trader agent” must 

sell their products in big amounts to produce earnings.  

 

In general, business purchases involve expensive items, such as machinery or office 

equipment, sensitive materials and components that are used in production and may 

cause to be supplied frequently. However, the contract regarding the conditions of the 
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sale of these items is probable to be a long-term agreement, requiring repeated 

negotiations. (Dibb, 2013). 

 

As explained earlier, the negotiations in business sales require much longer than those 

for consumer sales.  According Dibb (2013) a committee often makes purchasing 

decisions and orders. These orders and decisions are regularly large, expensive and 

complex since the products might be customised. Subsequently, there exists the 

possibility that various people or departments in the purchasing organisation will be 

involved.  

 

The majority of business customers struggle to accomplish and keep a precise degree 

of quality in the products they are offering to their end-user target markets. To 

accomplish this aim, they regularly buy their products on the base of a set of 

expressing characteristics, called “specification”. These are relevant to achieve and 

give an excellent customer satisfaction. On the other hand, a business purchaser is 

restrained about buying products that exceed specifications, since such products 

habitually cost more and increase production costs.  (Ferrell, 2014) 

 

The services offered by suppliers directly and indirectly influence the business 

purchaser’s costs, gross revenue and profits. Therefore they value the service provided 

considering the offer of those providers, which add value to the company and to the 

end customer. The services which business markets are expecting can include some of 

the following:  market information, regulatory compliance support, inventory 

maintenance, on-time delivery, flexible ordering and logistical support, technical 

assistance, warranty back-up, repair services and credit facilities. (Dibb, 2013). 

 

4.2.1 Types of purchases in business to business markets 

 

According William M. Pride, professor of Texas University (2014), the majority of 

business purchases consists of three types: new-task, straight rebuy, and modified 

rebuy purchase. Each of these types is exposed to various influences and requires that 

the suppliers or in the specific case of this thesis (the trade agent) to change their 

promotion tactics properly. 
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- New-task purchase is an acquisition of an item to perform a fresh job or to 

solve a trouble.  

- A straight rebuy purchase is a purchase of the same products roughly in the 

same terms of sale by a business purchaser. 

- Modified rebuy purchase is a new-task purchase that is altered on succeeding 

orders or when the needs of a straight purchase are conditioned. 

 

4.2.2 Methods of business to business purchasing 

 

In order to ensure an excellent offering for the end consumer, the business customers 

demand detailed information, functional features and technical specifications of the 

products. From the point of view of the business customers these considerations are 

part of the sourcing strategies and relationships.  Sourcing involves more that selecting 

suppliers; it concentrates the efforts in building relationships with actual and potential 

suppliers. (Baily, 2008:199) 

 

Additionally, from the point of view of the business customer the supply market 

research identifies the joint of actual and potential sources that constitute the supply 

side of a market. Moreover, the supply market research analyse the supplier’s 

competences, how to allocate them, the market trend and long-term supply 

approximations. (Baily, 2008) 

 

According to Bailey (2008) there exist some characteristics that define a good supplier; 

these can be listed as follows: 

  

- Delivers on time 

- Provides quality 

- Gives a good price 

- Has a stable background 

- It is responsive to the client needs 

- Provides technical support 

- Keeps the buyer informed on work progress 

- Provides an excellent before and after sales service 
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The traditional view of sourcing was considered as the buyers are spending money and 

the suppliers are encouraged to compete in order to increase acceptance. However, 

this interpretation is out-dated since there exist a belief that buyer and seller would get 

benefits throughout the establishment of long-term relationships. (Bailey, 2008) 

 

In order to explain the purchasing methods of the business customers and how they 

correlate to the whole purchasing process it is necessary to explore what Ferrell 

describes as the dimension of marketing to business customers (Figure 2). 

 

 Figure 2: Dimensions of marketing to business customers (Ferrell, 2014: 252) 

 

According to Ferrell (2014), the methods that are broadly used by the business 

purchasers as the following: description, inspection, sampling and negotiation 

 

- Description: When products have a set of standards such as size, shape, weight 

and colour. When these products are classified using such standards, a 

business purchaser would be capable to buy by describing or stipulating 

quantity, grade and other characteristics. 

 

- Inspection: For items such as large industrial machinery, used vehicles and 

buildings, the purchaser wants to do an inspection process about the condition 
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of the assets.  Hence, buyers and sellers of such products must base their 

purchase decisions on inspection.  

 

- Sampling: When the buying process is based on sampling; a sample of the 

product is taken and evaluated, assuming that the characteristics of this sample 

represent the entire quota. This method present advantages when the products 

are homogeneous.  

 

- Negotiation: In certain instances, the purchaser might inquire vendors to 

propose bids; proceeding with the most attractive bids and negotiating with 

those providers. A buyer and seller could discuss a contract that specifies a 

base cost and carries requirements for the compensation of supplementary 

costs and fees. 

 

4.2.3 Purchasing decision in business to business markets 

 

In order to accommodate a brilliant bid or selling proposal, a trade agent must realise 

the purchase behaviour of producers, resellers, the public sector, government units 

and establishments. Additionally it is required to understand the organisational 

structure of the purchasing department.  

 

According to Gillian and Wilson (2009) within an organisation exist a  “buying centre” 

which can be described as the group of people, who make business-purchasing 

decisions. The buying centre may include the following groups, and one person might 

perform several roles at the same time.   

 

- The “users” are the associates who use the acquired product. They regularly 

initiate the purchase procedure and/or produce buying specifications. After the 

purchasing process is complete, they evaluate product performance 

comparative to the stipulations. 

 

- The “influencers” are regularly technical personnel, who support developing the 

stipulations and assessing substitute products.  
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- The “buyers” approve suppliers and negotiate terms of leverage. They might 

get involved in making specifications, and are named as “purchasing agents” or 

“purchasing managers”. 

 

- The “deciders” essentially select the products. Whereas buyers may be 

deciders, it is not rare for distinctive people to occupy these jobs. 

 

- The “gatekeepers” regulate the information flow among people who occupy 

positions within the buying centre. 

 

Additionally, as figure 3 shows the decision process can be described as a set of stages 

such as; problem identification, development of product specifications, exploration and 

evaluation of products and suppliers, selection of product and supplier, proceeding 

with the order and finally, evaluating product and provider performance. (Ferrell, 2014) 

 

During the second phase, organisations are involved in value analysis, basically, is an 

evaluation of each element of a probable purchase. Value analysis observes quality, 

design, materials, and probably item reduction or removal when acquiring the product 

in the most cost-effective method. If the vendors are viewed as not acceptable, often 

the ground is that they are not big enough to provide the desired quantities; or 

vendors are left out because of poor delivery and service records. (Ferrell, 2014) 

 

Furthermore, organisations perform a vendor analysis, which is a methodical 

assessment of current and potential vendors, concentrating the efforts on product, 

availability of the product, price, quality, delivery service, and product reliability.  The 

results obtained in the third stage “Search and evaluate possible product suppliers” 

operates as basis during the fourth stage. This is the procedure to take the product 

and the supplier from which to purchase it. In some occasions, the buyer selects and 

uses several suppliers, a process known as multiple sourcing. Sometimes, only one 

supplier is selected. This process is called “sole sourcing”. (Ferrell, 2014) 
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Figure 3: Buying decision process and factors that may influence it (Ferrell, 2014:259) 

 

Ferrell (2014) also explains the process of presenting bids to business buyers. In this 

process it is important to understand each of these stages and succeed in the 

establishment of a business partnership. These partnerships could be developed as the 

main source of income for a trade agent company.  It is vital for the implementation of 

Customer Relationship Management, and Key Account management programs within 

the “trading agent company” to follow up customer’s demands and long-term business 

relationships. 

5 Forms of legal entit ies in Finland 

 

When making the diagram of new business models it is important to determine the 

most suitable form of enterprise. Choosing the correct form of legal entity on the 

planning phase is critical to determine the basic structure of the enterprise, the legal 

requirements, the extent of dominance and the grade of owner’s liability. Selecting the 

correct form of legal entity can determine the cost structure in which the business 

model will operate. In Finland it is possible for a business to execute operations in the 

following forms of enterprise: sole trader, general partnership, limited partnership, 

limited company, and cooperate, branches of foreign enterprise.  Some of the factors 

to take into account and which affect the selection of the legal entities are as follows; 

the number of people establishing the business, the necessity and capital handiness, 
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the duties and managerial process, the operational flexibility, distribution of the profit, 

revenue enhancement and taxation (Finnish Enterprise Agencies, 2014: 26).  

 

Upon the registration of a business in Finland, the individual receives a business ID 

(“Y-tunnus" in Finnish) that is registered into the Business Information System by the 

Finnish Patent and registration office (PRH), the Finnish Tax Office, or any of the local 

register offices (‘maistraatti’ in Finnish).    

 

In order to start-up a new trade agent company it is important to describe the forms of 

legal entities or forms of ownership would be the most suitable for this kind of small 

business. 

 

5.1 Sole Trader 

 

According to the webpage of the Finnish Patent and registration office (PHR) a natural 

person resident in the European Economic area is allowed to run operations as a 

private trader in Finland.  As a private trader, the person must report for registration at 

the Trade Register if: 

 

- He/ She works in a licensed trade. 

- He/ She works in permanent premises. 

- He/ She employs people other than immediate family members. 

 

The Trade Register has a joint notification system with the Finnish Tax Administration, 

which enables the individual to submit information to both authorities by using one 

single notification form (Form Y3). A new Business ID "Y-tunnus" in Finnish is provided 

once the start-up notification or “Toiminimi” in Finnish has been registered. 

Consequently, this ID will be accessible on the Business Information System (BIS) 

website within two to three working days after the form has been filed. (PRH, 2014) 

 

Registration is necessary only if the private entrepreneur engages in licensed or 

regulated trade, a license must be granted. If the person already owns a license when 

filing the Start-up Notification, he or she must enclose a certified copy of it. If a license 

has not previously been conceded, it is necessary to present the form Y6 to notify PHR 
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when the permit is awarded.  There is no requirement to report the amount of capital 

to register as a sole entrepreneur. The entrepreneur acts on behalf of the company, 

representing the business and writes the business name. There are no statutory 

provisions concerning the audit of a private entrepreneur’s accounts. (PRH, 2014) 

5.2 Partnerships  

 

General partnerships (Avoin yhtiö - Ay) and limited partnerships (Kommandiittiyhtiö - 

Ky) should file a Start-up Notification with the Finnish Trade Register. The notification 

has to be filed before starting operations. However, the partnership comes into 

existence when the partnership agreement is signed. (PRH, 2014) 

 

A high balance of freedom is allowed regarding partnership agreements of general or 

limited partnerships. For the formation of a partnership, is necessary to present a 

“Partnership agreement” to the Finnish Trade Register. The Trade Register commands 

that at least the following details should be stipulated in the agreement: 

 

- Name of the partnership. 

- The municipality where the partnership is managed. 

- Line of business (type of business). 

- Partners. 

- For limited partnerships it is necessary to define who are the general partners 

and who are the silent partners, and the contribution made by a silent partner. 

(PRH, 2014) 

 

A general partnership (Ay) consists of at least two partners who equally trade on the 

foundation of a contract called “the partnership agreement”. The partners of a general 

partnership are personally accountable for the obligations and other responsibilities of 

the partnership, and could be natural persons or organisations, such as other 

companies. Moreover, no monetary investment is required of the partners. Instead 

work contribution is sufficient. Each partner is entitled to represent the partnership and 

sign for the partnership in matters related to the partnership’s line of business. (PHR, 

2014). 
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A limited partnership (KY) has similar characteristics as general partnerships except 

that limited partnerships have two kind of partners: general partners (also called active 

partners) which are personally accountable for the obligations of the partnership in the 

same manner as general partnerships and silent partners. The accountability of which 

is limited to the sum of the partner's involvement decided in the partnership 

arrangement. In other words, a silent partner must generate a capital investment in 

the partnership, while work contribution is sufficient for the general partner. (PRH, 

2014) 

 

5.3 Limited Liability Company 

 

Limited Liability Company is a firm owned by members who either administer the 

business themselves or assign managers to run it for them.  It can operate comparable 

to a general partnership. All members can distribute control to the extent settled in 

their agreement. It is a corporate structure where the members are not personally 

accountable for the company's debts or financial obligations. (Carsrud, 2007:87) 

 

However, in Finland every limited liability company is bound to allocate a start-up 

notification with the Finnish Trade Register. The existence of a limited company is 

bound by registration. This process must be executed within three months from the 

ratification of the memorandum of association; on the contrary the formation expires. 

(PRH, 2014) 

 

For the registration in Finland it is necessary to fulfil the following: 

 

- One or more founders (shareholders, natural or organisations). At least one of 

the shareholders must have a permanent place of residence.  

- The share capital of a private limited liability company must be at least EUR 

2,500.  

- A limited liability company require a Board of Directors consisting of at least 

three members. 

- A limited liability company may have one or more auditors. The auditor is 

usually elected by the General Meeting of Shareholders 
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As table 5 shows, the forms of ownership are reviewed. Therefore, giving an overall 

description of the concepts and, the requirements needed for registration. 

 

Table 5: Forms of ownership in Finland (Phr.fi, 2014) 

 

 

As mentioned earlier, it is important to take into consideration the forms of legal 

entities when starting the planning phase of the business model. These forms define 

the cost structure and legal implications that the company will have as well as the 

delimitation with which can operate.  The forms of legal entities are an important 

element that the business model will require, as well as the business plan. Selecting 

the correct form of business will save time and future costs if the trade agent 

operations require it. It is important to remember that it is possible to change the legal 

form once has been registered, but this operation involves additional time and costs for 

the entrepreneur.  
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6 Business models  

 

A business model has been described as a representation, conceptual tool, structural 

template, or method to represent essential aspects of a business.  A simple definition 

of business model does not exist. On the contrary exist a key component such as the 

notion of value (value proposition) and, the notion of the financial and monetary 

aspects.  This key component is related to the relationships of firms with its clients, as 

well as its competencies and activities. (Curley, 2013). 

 

A business model is the representation of a given firm’s competitive 
strategy, which in the image of a sketch determines how the firm 
organizes its human, physical, and financial resources to create, capture, 
and share value. As to the “how to’s” of organising, a consensus emerges 
toward identifying four elements or specific logics to be considered: 
“customers,” “expertise,” “network,” and “revenues, economic value-
added.” (Desmarteau, Saives and Holford, 2013: 168) 

 

According Bygrave (2010) business models consists of two components; the revenue 

model formulates all the sources of revenue that the business will generate. The cost 

model identifies how the business is spending its resources to generate profits. The 

cost model includes the cost of goods sold and its operating expenses. In order to 

increase revenue and lower the cost the entrepreneur needs to understand the model 

and its functionality if changes are needed.   

 

According to Alan Gleeson, managing director of Palo Alto Software’s Ltd and creator of 

Business Plan Pro software: “A business model takes the form of either a simple verbal 

description or a one page visual representation”. (Techcrunch.com, 2010: para 9) 

 

The business modelling process produces several assistances for the entrepreneur, 

provides a skill to foresee the business operations as a whole as well as to ensure 

internal focus.  The assumption of the writer of this thesis is that there exist the 

opportunity to develop a business model for an international trade agent specialised in 

apparel, footwear and accessories imported from Colombia to Finland. In order to deal 

with this type of blurredness about the existing business models, two new approaches 

were selected by the writer of this thesis to build the new business model on. These 

models are called “The business model canvas” and “The value proposition canvas” 

developed by Alexander Osterwalder.  
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The advantages obtained for entrepreneurs as the result of using the method of 

business model canvases are greater than the complexity of the establishment of 

business plan in the early phases of a start-up.  While the business plan often presents 

an image problem in some work spheres, some individuals consider that the 

interpretation of unmanageable and unpractical documents (business plans) is 

obsolete. Contemporary business planning requires a flexible, responsive and concise 

approach, which concentrates its efforts on goal setting rather than bounding to 

physical documents as the business plan. (Techcrunch.com, 2010) 

 

The objective of this thesis is to concentrate on the business model but at the same 

time to give the entrepreneur the possibility to continue from the model into the 

business-planning phase. The business-planning stage will describe in details the goals 

of the company and summarise objectives, markets, products, strategy, management 

team and financial projections.  

 

6.1 Business model canvas 

 

In this thesis alternative methods of business modelling called  “Business Model 

Canvas” and the “Value proposition Canvas” by Alex Osterwalder founder of 

strategyzer.com, are used. The Business Model Canvas of Alexander Osterwalder is a 

visual chart that facilitates the description of a firm's value proposition, infrastructure, 

customers, and finances. (Strategyzer.com, 2014) 

 

“The Business Model Canvas is a strategic management and entrepreneurial tool. It 

allows you to describe, design, challenge, invent, and pivot your business model”. 

(Businessmodelgeneration.com, 2014) 

 

The Business Model Canvas includes nine building blocks, allowing the entrepreneur to 

map the entire business model in one single image adding a touch of simplicity and 

giving tools to explain in an easy way the business idea to future investors or venture 

capitalist.  The Canvas is licensed as creative commons, which enables the free 

distribution and gives people the right to share, use and shape different models upon 

it.  In the figure 4 an image of the Business model Canvas is presented, but for further 
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information a perfect panorama of the canvas is provided in the appendices section 

(see Appendix 3).  

 

Figure 4: The Business model canvas (Business model generation, 2014) 

 

Alexander Osterwalder explains how to apply this new methodology in his presentation 

available in YouTube (http://youtu.be/GGAVBToXhS0)  “Why great products are not 

enough? - Applying Business Model Thinking” and refers to the business model canvas 

in another way “The Business Model Theatre” which consists of:  

 

- The front stage:  

 

o This is basically what customers can see: Customer segments, Value 

propositions, Channels (distribution) and Customer relationships. 

o These can be summarised by some key questions: 

• Customers (Who benefits?) 

• Proposition (What are the benefits?) 

• Distribution (Where the customer will hear and buy the 

product/service?) 

• Customer Relationships (Why the customers will care?) 
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- The backstage:   

o This is basically what is behind the curtain. These are: Key activities, 

Key resources and Key partners. 

o These can be summarised by some key questions: 

• What resources are needed to develop the product/service? 

• What activities to get customer involved with? 

• What Partnerships are necessary to develop the product/service? 

 

- Production:  

o These are the Cost Structure and Revenue streams. 

o These can be summarised by some key questions: 

• Costs (What is going to cost to produce?) 

• Revenue (How the operations and production are going to be 

paid?) 

• Income the company receives for its normal business activities. 

 

Additionally, Osterwalder recommends that for each building block it is necessary to 

understand: What are the underlines business assumptions? In other words, it is 

required to have a test layer for each building block. This layer involves the most 

important assumptions for the model to be reliable, or the hypothesis that has to be 

true for the model to work.  Hence, from earlier in text detailed as the nine building 

blocks they are described as follows:  

 

- Customer segments: A minor percentage of the overall population will purchase 

the products or services that the company targets to sell. Consequently the 

more precisely the entrepreneur can focus on them the less the efforts will be 

wasted.  In other words the customer segment is a group of people or 

organisations to which the International Trader Agent will create value. 

 

- Value proposition: Is an assurance of product value from the company to the 

customer. It is an unavoidable conclusion from the customer that value will be 

added and experienced as a whole to solve a problem. Creating resonating 

value propositions is part of a business strategy, and the entrepreneur needs to 

take into account that satisfying customers is the source of sustainable value 
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creation (Kaplan 2004:10).  In the next subchapter of this thesis the key points 

are explained in depth with a new approach “The value proposition Canvas”. 

 

- Channels: These can be described as the sequence of businesses or mediators 

which a product or service passes until it arrives to the end consumer.  

Although when increasing the number of modes in which a purchaser can 

discover products or services has the prospective to increase sales, it also 

creates a system that can make distribution management difficult. It is 

imperative to understand whether these channels are cost efficient or not and 

how they are united and customised to the client’s needs and which of these 

channels has the best performance.  

 

- Customer relationships: Generating and building up a secure relationship with a 

customer is crucial to the on-going success of a commercial enterprise. A 

customer relationship indicates the approach on how a business communicates 

and interacts with the people in general, in order to gain and preserve 

customers and engage customer loyalty.  When establishing new customer 

relationships it is significant to know the customer segments and how to 

maintain those relationships. A concrete customer relationship not only implies 

that the client is likely to keep doing business with a provider over the long 

term. Moreover, this means that the odds of that customer advising the 

company and its products to others are enriched. 

 

- Revenue streams: Revenue streams imply especially how and across which 

different methods money comes into a company. In other words, how and 

throughout which pricing the business model captures value. It is relevant to 

take into account the different variables that the customer would select, i.e. 

what value is the customer willing to pay? How they prefer to pay? How the 

customer pays?  How each revenue streams contribute to overall revenues? 

 

- Key resources: The resources of an organisation are the supplies, capital and 

other assets. These key resources would be physical, financial, intellectual, or 

human. As an alternative definition key resources involve the infrastructure 
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necessary to create, deliver and capture value. This value should be captured 

specifically to the end customer.  

 

- Key activities: Are those activities that are needed in order to perform with 

excellence. It is important to identify what sets of activities are required in the 

following items: the value propositions, the distribution channels, customer 

relationships and revenue streams. Subsequently, having these activities 

defined the organisation can have a better understanding of how these could 

be improved in order to achieve better customer satisfaction. 

 

- Key partnerships: As the business world enhances and becomes extensible 

open and interconnected, it is important to notice that no company can perform 

in isolation. Therefore, key partnerships are the fundamental to stay in the next 

generation of businesses. There are several motivations to create partnerships 

and some of these would optimise the processes and the economy and some 

reduce risk and uncertainty. In order to be successful, it is important to clearly 

identify who are our main partners and through which mechanism these 

partnership will develop the business performance, subsequently increasing 

customer satisfaction.  

 

- Cost structure: Is a method to determine the expenditures that a company 

must experience when making up a product or offering a service. When 

building the cost configuration is fundamental to consider the types and relative 

proportions of fixed and variable costs that a business model encounters. In 

order to determine prices a cost structure is used as a tool, if within the 

business model there exists a cost-based pricing strategy, it is important to 

highlight areas in which costs might potentially be reduced or at least 

subjugated to a greater control. 
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6.2 Value proposition canvas 

 

According to Alexander Osterwalder and Yves Pigneur in their publication a Value 

proposition is:  

 

”Refers to the value the firm offers to a specific target customer segment. ICT 
has created many new opportunities for value creation on the one hand and 
more efficient value creation on the other hand” (Alexander Osterwalder, 2014: 
7) 

 

In other words, why a customer should by a product of service from a specific 

company o provider? Or what value will be added to the customer to that specific 

purchase.   As figure 5 shows the value proposition canvas consists of two sections 

“Value propositions”, and “Customer segments”. These two sections constitute a part 

of the Business model canvas above described.  

 

Figure 5: The Value Proposition Canvas (Business model generation, 2014) 

 

The value proposition canvas is an increased view of the “Value proposition” building 

block within the business model canvas. Its main purpose is to explore deeper into the 

correlations between the products and services and how these solve customer needs.  
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The value proposition canvas consists of two parts: 

 

- Customer segments 

• Customer jobs: What are the customers trying to get done? 

• Pains: What are the biggest challenges of the customers? 

• Gains: What a customer expect or desire? 

 

- Value proposition 

• Products and services: List of all the products and services of the value 

proposition that constitutes to the value proposition. 

• Pain relievers: How the products or services address the customer 

challenges. 

• Gain creators: How the products or services generate value, or benefits to 

the customer. 

 

Osterwalder states that in order to succeed in the process of mapping a business 

model, it is vital to have both the correct model and its correlations. These should be 

described in perfection and support the hypothesis.  In other words, if the 

entrepreneur fails to describe the value proposition, he will most likely fail to describe 

the business model as a whole. The value proposition depends strictly on each 

customer segment. Therefore it is necessary to create several value propositions that 

will summarise in overall the customer needs that will be satisfied. 

 

The following step upon the completion of the canvases is to proceed with testing the 

models. A process of inspection and validation of the hypothesis described is necessary 

in order to determine if the models solve customer’s needs. If the model is not 

successful, the process tends to iterate until the entrepreneur is able to solve customer 

problems successfully. This is the high-end goal for every start-up or business 

development idea.  
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7 Business model for an International Trade Agent 

 

The purpose of this chapter is to transfer the ideas of the business models described in 

chapter 6 into a business model for the International Trade Agent.  The interview with 

the Finnish entrepreneur who works as trade agent served as the main pillar to collect 

and understand the necessary elements needed (e.g. key resources, channels, 

customer segments, customer relationships, cost structure) and to add them into the 

canvases.  These elements constituted the pillars of the Cost structure and the 

Revenue streams. Additionally, the writer of this thesis received assistance from 

another entrepreneur in Colombia, who is a business partner for this business model. 

This assistance provided the elements which are necessary for the sections; key 

partners, key activities and value propositions. 

 

7.1 Business Model Canvas: Trade Agent  

 

The structure of the business model for the International Trade Agent consists of nine 

building blocks. Figure 6 shows the results obtained with the method Business model 

Canvas, which is explained in detail below in this subchapter.  In the first drafts of the 

business model canvases the results did not described in a clear way the main goal of 

the international trade agent.  In order to provide another perspective to the business 

model canvas, it was needed the cooperation of the business partner in Colombia.  As 

a result of these iteration processes the writer of the thesis was able to identify the 

items that are essential to continue with the business planning phase and, the 

implementation of the business idea.  An expanded version of the canvas is provided in 

Appendix 4.  

 

Customer segments: As a starting point it is necessary to identify the customer 

segments which the Trade agent intents to serve. The customer segments section is 

formed by: 

 

• Retail Stores which sells Apparel 

• Retail Stores which sells Footwear  

• High End Department Stores 

• Low End Department Stores 
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• Multibrand Stores 

• Online Stores (Department & Retail)  

 

 
Figure 6: Business model Canvas – Trade Agent (Business model generation, 2014) 

 

It is important to highlight that in Finland these customer segments are in hands of 

few conglomerates such as: Stockmann, S-group, and Kesko. The structure of these 

conglomerates gives an interest approach for the offering of the Trade Agent.  Some of 

these conglomerates have a mix of high-end & low-end department stores, as well as 

online stores. Moreover, the customer segments are formed by a variety of shops, web 

stores and multibrand stores that represent smaller market share size.  

 

An example of these mixtures is the S-group that, in consumer goods trade, consists of 

the following stores:  Prisma, Sokos, Emotion and the Multibrand stores Pukumies. At 

the end of 2012, the Prisma chain consisted of 64 outlets in Finland and 30 outlets in 

nearby areas. There were 21 Sokos department stores, 34 Emotion shops and 

Pukumies chain has 10 outlets. (Structure - S-kanava, 2014). 
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On the other hand, the following divisions form Stockmann group:  The first division is 

formed by the department stores Stockmann, Stockmann Beauty, Hobby Hall and the 

Nevsky Centre shopping centre in St Petersburg. These constitute 16 department 

stores, 13 other stores in 4 countries and 3 online stores in Finland.  

 

The second division is the fashion chain Lindex, which has 479 stores in 16 countries 

an online store operating in the EU area and Norway. In addition to Lindex, the second 

division also includes a fashion chain Seppälä, which has 209 stores in 5 countries and 

an online store, operating in Finland. (Divisions-stockmanngroup.fi, 2014) 

 

Additionally, Kesko group holds a combination of home and specialty goods chains 

such as:  K- citymarket, Anttila and Kodin1, Intersport and Budget Sport, Asko and 

Sotka, Musta Pörssi and Kookenkä. In addition to around 420 stores, all chains also 

provide wide-ranging services online. Anttila department stores offer broad choices of 

home products, casual clothing and entertainment at low prices. NetAnttila has online 

stores in Finland, Estonia and Latvia. Kookenkä offers a wide selection of shoes. In 

addition to chain stores, customers can purchase footwear from the Kookenka.fi online 

store. (Home and speciality goods trade - Kesko.fi, 2014) 

 

Value proposition. 

 

As explained by Osterwalder (2010:23) the value proposition leans on each customer 

segment. Therefore, it is necessary to create several value propositions that will 

summarise the customer needs.   As the processes tend to be iterative, the writer of 

this thesis found that one general value proposition comprises and satisfies all the 

customer segments.  

 

Figure 7 describes the value proposition canvas in its totality and resumes the value 

proposition, which fulfils the requirements needed for each customer segment.  A 

complete view of the canvas is provided in Appendix 4. In the value proposition 

subchapter 7.2 each segment that constitutes the Value Proposition for the customers 

of the international trade agent is described in more detail. 
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Figure 7: Value proposition canvas – Trade Agent (Business model generation, 2014) 

 

The value proposition items listed within the business model canvas are the result of 

the analysis of the value proposition canvas, which is an extended view of the value 

proposition building block within the business model canvas.   

 

The items are described as follows: 

 

- Price / Quality relationship: The trade agent will offer a better correlation 

between price and quality to the business client (Finnish clients).  

 

- Price /Cost reduction: The trade agent will offer the customer a method 

based on purchasing volume to lower the variable and fixed costs, and 

contribute in the overall cost reduction of the client. 

 

- Better business performance: The customer would be able to concentrate 

on the essential tasks needed for the company and the trader will add value 

through elimination of unnecessary jobs from the customer. 
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- Agile buying decision process: The trader will provide the customer with all 

the necessary information, adding value with an offer of a variety of 

catalogues which will be available via online or hard copy in order to make 

an efficient decision process.  

 

- Product assortment: The customers will have more variety of products 

available to their stores, therefore providing a competitive advantage in the 

marketplace. 

 

- Removal of language barriers: When doing international business 

(negotiating and purchasing goods across the world) the English language 

is used as the main communication language.  Since a very small 

percentage of the providers in Colombia have English as their second 

language, the trade agent will aid with the language barrier and future 

misunderstanding when purchasing from the providers.  

 

- Private label portfolio:  The client would have the opportunity to select 

products that would satisfy the demands of their private brands and have 

the opportunity to increase assortment, quality and increase sales 

throughout a different product mix.  

 

- Web store availability/ Product information: The trader agent would offer to 

the client the opportunity to have photographs of their products provided by 

the Colombian partners / manufacturers. These photographs would be used 

directly in the web stores (according to the customer standards). Therefore, 

customer will benefit from removing these tasks from his/her side and that 

will add value to the client. 

 

- Product localisation. The customer would have the information regarding 

product composition and product handling. Such information would be e.g. 

a label according to the European Union standards and Finnish standards. 

For more information see Appendix 5, labelling of products. 
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Channels 

 

The channels that will be used to reach the customers and to perform sales are 

described as follows: 

 

• Cold calls, which refers to approaching prospective clients or guests who 

were not anticipating such an interaction. The word "cold" is used because 

the person getting the call is not anticipating a call or has not specifically 

asked to be contacted by a sales person. The trade agent or the trade 

agent sales representative will perform these calls.  

• Direct Sales (B2B): Includes sales made through the plan, one-on-one 

demonstrations, or other communication actions.  

• Word of mouth: involves the transmission of information between a 

communicator, which is not involved in commercial activities, and a receiver 

regarding a brand, product or service. (Roberts, 2009) 

• The International Trade Agent Website. 

• Google AdWords is an online advertising service, which places 

advertisement at the top or bottom of, or beside the result query of Google 

search engine. (Adwords.google.com, 2014) 

• Social Media: Is defined as "a group of Internet-based applications that 

build on the ideological and technological foundations of Web 2.0, and that 

allow the creation and exchange of user-generated content." (Kaplan and 

Haenlein, 2010: 61) 

 

Customer relationships 

 

This contains all aspects of interaction that a company has with a customer, whether it 

is sales or service-based.  Two strategies are created: Personal assistance and 

dedicated sales for large accounts. In order to create customer relationships, it is 

important to make a strategy that allows the following particulars: 

 

• Deeper understanding of the customer. 

• Retain customers, thus providing better customer experience 

• Draw in new customers 
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• Increase profitably 

• Decrease customer management costs 

 

Revenue streams. 

 

In order to describe the main revenue sources of the trader agent company, two main 

structures are mentioned.  A brokerage fee is defined as the remuneration obtained by 

an agent to facilitate transactions between buyers and vendors. A fee named as 

“brokerage fee” is charged for services, sales, purchases, negotiations, delivery or 

consultancy services in a business transaction. Such remuneration would be volume 

dependent and pricing dynamic. Additionally, the product sales category would have 

fixed and dynamic pricing; and these pricing techniques are volume dependent.  The 

criteria for such selection may fluctuate according to bargaining and yield management 

which is variable pricing technique which is based on understanding, foreseeing and 

persuading consumer behaviour to the extend to increase revenue or profits (Ng C.L, 

2007). 

 

Key resources 

 

This building block includes the infrastructure necessary to create, deliver and capture 

value. In essence, it captures assets that are indispensable to perform the business 

activities.  It is conformed by: 

 

• Sales people. 

• The database of local producers in Colombia who are the concrete 

manufacturers of the products. 

• Colombian partnership: Local partner, who will enable agile procedures 

when trading and allocating manufacturers in Colombia. 

• Intellectual knowledge: Including import – export procedure, rules of origin, 

product localisation, labelling and packaging requirements, supply chain 

management obtained from the local governmental entities which will help 

in these procedures. These governmental entities are located in Colombia 

Proexport and in Finland Finpro, Finnpartnership, Enterprise Helsinki; as 

well as the European union legislation for labelling standards. 
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Key Activities 

 

Set of duties that are needed for the safety of excellent business performance, these 

include the following areas: 

 

• CRM – Customer Relationship Management is “the strategic process of 

selecting customers that a firm can most profitably serve and shaping 

interactions between a company and these customers” (Kumar and 

Reinartz, 2012: 5) 

• Packing & Label requirements (Product localisation): It is basically adapt the 

product to the local market language and other requirements in compliance 

with packaging and labelling regulations imposed by the European Union. 

• Product management:  According (Steinhardt, 2010) product management 

is responsible for product planning and product marketing (creating 

awareness, differentiation, and demand). The business model for the trade 

agent company will concentrate in these areas to increase the awareness 

and, the differentiation of the products that will be offered to the customer.  

• Product catalogue management: The catalogue will include photos of the 

products, including model specifications and/ or colours. Additionally, the 

trade agent company will offer the product photographs that will be used by 

the customer for the specific purpose of online stores.  

• Private label portfolio. Private label brands are viewed as generic product 

offerings that compete with the competitor’s brand. In other words, private 

label brands are the lower priced alternative to the “real” thing. 

(Brandchannel.com, 2014). The current situation of the marketplace has 

changed the views about the private label brands; they have become a 

priority for today’s retailers. Throughout the offering of more competitive 

product categories in the form of private label portfolio for its clients, the 

trade agent company will expand the customer’s product assortment.  

Therefore, creating a new opportunity for the business-to-business 

customers.   

• Marketing 

• Transport & Delivery 

• Invoicing & Collecting 
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Key Partnerships. 

 

The partnerships building block includes those associates, which would contribute to a 

better business performance from the Trader Agent perspective. This includes the 

following:  

• Local manufacturers in Colombia 

• Colombian partnership 

• Finnish partnership support such as Finnpartnership and Finpro.  

 

Cost structure. 

 

This specific building block defines the expenses that the trade agent company has to 

take into account when providing a service. These cost are divided into main 

categories and would include cost such as sunk costs, transaction costs, marginal and 

fixed costs. In essence, such costs can be describe as follows: 

 

• Trade agent registration fees 

• Salaries of the staff 

• Marketing expenses 

• Logistics costs like e.g. Product samples 

• Bank fees 

 

7.2 Value proposition canvas: Trade Agent 

 

As mentioned earlier, figure 7 describes graphically the Value proposition (see 

appendix 4).  In order to explain the correlations between each section it is relevant to 

explain the canvas for the Trade agent in a detailed form, starting with the Customer 

segment as follows: 

 

Customer jobs: As explained in the chapter 4 “Business to business markets” B2B 

customer has a special buying decision process.  The identification of such processes is 

vital when finding the task, which the customer is trying to accomplish.  
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In this case, the business customers are trying to accomplish an efficient function 

called “Buying decision process” which includes value analysis and vendor analysis.  

The task or jobs the customer is trying to accomplish are functional, described in two 

main topics. The first topic is the business buying process where the customer needs 

product information as well as financial and social information that would affect the 

decision process.  The second topic is the decision process where value analysis, and 

vendor analysis are taken into account.  Additionally, the customer “the purchaser 

agent” would perform an emotional job, which is the satisfaction that comes with 

organisational advancement often recognised as financial rewards. (Ferrell, 2014) 

 

Pains: The customers are confronted by the increased costs, product quality that does 

not meet the standards of the purchaser, as well as product assortment, etc. Based on 

the personal experience of the writer of this thesis, the interview made with the trade 

agent entrepreneur and the Colombian partner, three categories has been identified as 

follows: 

• Lack of product assortment. 

• Complex buying decision process:  Value analysis, vendor analysis. 

• Underperformed CRM (customer relationship management): Poor supplier 

relationships. 

• High lead times: Supply chain management underperformance. 

 

Gains: It is essential to create added value and benefits to the customers; these 

benefits or gains can be listed as the opposite factors to the pains. Additionally, the 

trader agent would offer the following aids:  

 

• Product assortment: Enhance relationship price/quality  

• Simple buying decision process:  Better performance when executing value 

analysis and vendor analysis throughout offering online product catalogue 

and management of private label portfolio. 

• CRM (customer relationship management): Enhanced supplier relationships 

delivering service quality. 

• Enhanced supply chain management performance.  
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Consequently, in order to proceed with the value proposition section it is important to 

denote which characteristics of the products and services of the trading agent resolves 

the pains of the customers and creates value (gains).  A suitable value proposition will 

deliver persuasive reasons why a customer should buy a product, and additionally 

differentiate the product offering from competitors. Obtaining customer's attention and 

appreciation will construct sales faster and more lucratively, therefore increasing 

market share and customer recognition. (Anderson, Narus and Van Rossum, 2006) 

 

Products and services: As described before, the provided services will include private 

label portfolio, product catalogue and product localisation. The products are described 

as follows:   

• Apparel 

• Footwear 

• Accessories 

 

Gain creators: Includes an enhanced product assortment offering, better product 

price/quality relationship, price /cost decrease relationship, decrease in delivery times, 

better business performance, private label portfolio, product, localisation, product 

information availability to web stores.  

 

Pain relievers: Includes an enhanced product assortment relationship, removal of 

language barriers, agile buying decision process, enhanced customer relationship 

management, enriched supply chain management.  
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8 Conclusions 

 

The target and emphasis of this thesis was to build a business model and use a new 

business opportunity since there exists a free trade agreement between Colombia and 

the European Union.  In order to build this business model it was important to research 

the trade agreement between Colombia and the European Union and to explore in 

depth the products that were in the scope of this thesis, namely apparel, footwear and 

accessories. The information regarding the free trade agreement served as a partial 

answer for one of the research questions. This information provided an overview about 

the removal of tariff barriers for the products for apparel, footwear and accessories.  

 

The first research question, which dealt with the trade barriers and what other issues 

need to be considered when importing these products from Colombia to Finland, was 

answered in its entirety during the progress of the thesis.  The elements that 

contributed to this goal were the theoretical background, the interview with the 

entrepreneur who is working as a trade agent, the cooperation with the Colombian 

partner on the creation of the business model canvas and value proposition canvas. 

 

As the purpose of this thesis was merely to explore and portray a business model 

which can take on the challenges of founding a company such as “International Trade 

Agent”, it was necessary to explore a theoretical background concerning 

entrepreneurship, entrepreneurial process, business-to-business markets, and their 

purchasing behaviours. Additionally, it was necessary to explore the existing forms of 

legal entities in Finland. The selection of these forms of legal entities is important when 

choosing the cost structure and the possible implications in the operational costs of the 

trade agent company, as well as the taxation requirements needed for the company.  

These methodologies and theoretical information were a fundamental part and 

contributed to the development process of the business opportunity.   

 

The writer of the thesis has observed that there exists a lack of understanding of the 

business markets and their purchasing behaviours. This lack of understanding will spoil 

the creative activity of value propositions, and will interrupt the growth and maturity of 

the building blocks within the business model canvas. The theoretical fragments 

regarding the business markets and their purchasing procedures are fundamental 
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when drawing the business model canvas and its correlations, and providing future 

researchers with key information for execution of new business ideas with commercial 

enterprise markets “business markets” as customers. 

 

The business model methodology applied known as “The business model canvas” and 

“The value proposition canvas” clarified how to approach the demands of a business 

customer and anticipate their movements, and how to prove if a business idea is 

viable. If a business idea is not viable it is necessary to iterate the process and start 

over; it is fundamental to test the business model before building the whole project. 

Both canvases had iteration processes that were necessary for the correct identification 

of client needs. These iterations were important for the researcher in order to examine 

each building block and its correlations, as well as the interest of offering a remarkable 

value proposition to a business customer.  

 

Most start-ups fail due to an erroneous “value proposition” which cannot describe the 

customer needs. The value proposition canvas for the International Trade Agent 

(Appendix 4) facilitated the identification of the customer needs divided in three 

categories such as customer jobs, pains and gains. The correct designation of these 

categories assisted to correctly distinguish the products and services supplied by the 

international trade agent. The primary objective in the value proposition section was to 

add value to the customer and, discern which factors would increase customer value 

and make a prominent differentiation with the competitors.  Offering extra services to 

the business customer is the central level to increase customer satisfaction. These 

additional services were described as a product catalogue management, product 

localisation and private label portfolio, which would serve as high performance tools for 

the business customers of the trade agent. 

 

Moreover, the business model canvas for the International Trade (Appendix 4) enabled 

the writer of this thesis to distinguish, classify and isolate the key components which 

are necessary for the viability of the business idea .The nine building blocks of the 

business model canvas described the possible correlations within the business idea and 

the customer value proposition.   Each building block is necessary; the first step 

“Customer segments” is one of the most important blocks due to incorrect 

identification of the segments can run to the erroneous expression of the rest of the 
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building blocks. The iteration process helps to purge the elements that are 

nonessential and concentrate on what is significant to the customer “solve their 

troubles and provide gains”.   

 

The value proposition and business model canvases for the International Trade Agent 

described in its totally the answer to the second research question: What competitive 

factors are important when starting a new business as international trade agent in 

Finland, which would specialise in business to business in the sector of apparel, 

footwear and accessories? 

 

The results derived from this thesis served as foundation pillars for the development of 

the business plan, which was presented to “Enterprise Helsinki” in August 2014. 

Enterprise Helsinki is a unit of the City of Helsinki's Economic Development service. 

This entity is a service centre for entrepreneurs in business, which provides support for 

entrepreneurs, or becoming entrepreneurs with developing a business idea and finding 

the right contacts for the establishment of the business idea. (Enterprise Helsinki, 

2014) 

 

Hence, opening new business opportunities and future business relations between 

Colombia and Finland it is a feasible project. The establishment of governmental 

entities seeking to boost trade and commercial relations between nations present an 

assistance to future entrepreneurs. These entities e.g. Proexport in Colombia, Finnish 

partnership and Finpro in Finland developed programs that promote trade especially in 

South America. These bureaucratic units provide financial aids and professional advice 

that will be necessary for the implementation of the trader agent.  

  

Consequently, the execution of this business idea will contribute to boost the 

economies of both countries and develop the commercial relations that “Team Finland” 

started to seek in 2013 when visiting Colombia.  Correspondingly, enhancing the 

supply of these products in Finland is one of the central objectives for the creation of 

the “International trade agent”, adding value to the business customers is an essential 

piece of the value proposition. Thereby bringing forward a successful sales process 

with the business customers. 
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Shopping preferences survey: Clothing & Accessories 
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Bilateral trade: Finland – Colombia 
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Business model & value proposition canvas. 
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Business model & value proposition canvas: Trade Agent 
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Interview with Harri Hyytiäinen (AV Markkinointi Oy) 

 

I’m considering exploring a business model, which is the subject of my bachelor thesis. 

It’s about a trade agent, which will sell B2B products of apparel, clothing and 

accessories from Colombia to Finland. I know you have more than 20 years of 

experience in this field, and you can be my business and entrepreneurship advisor. 

With you as advisor I would be able to understand how to apply basic concepts to such 

business model. I will start with basic questions and move forward to specific questions 

such as: commissions, type of contracts, packaging and labels, methods of payments, 

sales process, etc.  

 

1.  Could you introduce yourself and what company you are representing? 

My name is Harri Hyytiäinen and I represent my own company AV Markkinointi Oy. 

 

2. What is your background and why you started as an entrepreneur? 

I started in sales, mainly business to business sales. I was working as a sales 

representative. Basically, I saw the opportunity to start as an entrepreneur. I acquired 

enough experience in the sales field, so for me is my own environment. 

 

3. Could you describe how to establish a company in Finland? Should I start as sole 

entrepreneur (toiminimi) or directly to Limited liability company (Oy)? 

Well, you have to take into consideration the costs structure of your business. If you 

have the capital required as Limited liability it is excellent, but you are a new 

entrepreneur. In my opinion you should start as a sole entrepreneur. You won’t need a 

huge amount of capital, and if the business runs as planned (creating profit) you can 

register your company as limited company. Well, it’s an additional cost, but ensure low 

cost at the beginning. 

 

4. Could you describe a typical sale process in the business-to-business sector? How do 

you approach them? 

There are different methods: calls, proposals, etc. Basically calls and walk in with 

product samples is mandatory. The client wants to see those products. I have 

exclusive rights of the brands that I represent in Finland. This part is fundamental, 
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since you want to have the business opportunity in your hand; it is necessary to have 

their exclusive rights.  

 

The typical sale process could be described as follows:   

a) You can have two alternatives for selling the products:  Private label or product as it 

comes from the manufacturers. 

b) The companies usually ask small quantities, but depends what is the minimum 

amount they are willing to sell to the end-customer, and if they can get rid of the 

inventory as quickly as possible.  

c) You need to take in consideration what is the maximum quantity that your 

manufacturer can produce (in case you pass the business customer expectations).  

d) Specify the quantities 

e) Specify the delivery times 

f) You need to specify the payment times. Sometimes take between 6  - 7 months; this 

is dependent of the lead times of the cargo. You can approximate 3 months (ocean + 

the handling times of the cargo at the Finnish port) and other 3 or 4 moths to receive 

the payment. 

g) You have to specify the purchase orders: they go first to the trader and, then the 

trader sends the purchase order to the producer. 

h) Specify the invoicing:  Remember is the manufacturer who is paying the sales 

commissions. The payment is usually done after they have received the cargo within 

60 days.  

 

5. This takes me to another question. Do you work base in commission sales or what 

type of structure?  

Since I have the exclusive rights, the producer pays me 10% of the sales. The 

producers usually add these sales percentages to their overall “sale price” of the 

products. Also, they add the transport costs (logistics costs) to the pricing. They have 

their own pricing strategies. 

 

6. What advise can you give about insurances and taxation for a sole trader? 

Well, there are many requirements. You will need entrepreneur insurance YEL and 

other insurances related to your specific company. 
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The taxation has two modes: VAT 24% (value added tax) if you are receiving your 

commission from a Finnish company, but in your case you will receive a sales 

commission from the Colombian producers. So that means, your value added tax or 

ALV - arvonlisävero in Finnish will be 0. 

 

7. What about the packaging and labelling for this products? Are the producers 

labelling these products or the wholesalers in Finland? 

Usually the producers or manufacturers have all the standards that are required to 

enter to the European Union, but it is your work to find out that info before the 

offering of such products. The art barcode could be in English, but if the client 

(business customer in Finland) wants those in Finnish some translation will be needed. 

But in the case you are negotiating “Private label products”, the business customer 

already has all this requirements (labelling and packaging) ready to be sent for the 

producer. It is important to note, the business client wants to receive the private labels 

products ready to be sold, as well as the normal offering of products.  

 

8. As a closing question: My business model is built upon the collaboration with my 

Colombian partner, who will help allocating and sorting out the producers. What you 

can recommend for this task, how to proceed? 

Well, so much better if you have people in Colombia. If the Colombian partner is 

already sorting out the producers, you have made already a big percentage of the 

implementation. You just need to teach about the product requirements for the 

European Union. In your business idea there is low risk involved. You have a business 

idea with low risk investment and low costs.  At the beginning of the operations, you 

don’t need to pay office expenses, since you are a sole entrepreneur, and you do not 

need to make a big capital investment.  

 

 

 


